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Abstract 

Research on climate change news coverage in China mainly focuses on Chinese state-

run media. However, market-oriented media are also an important information source in 

Chinese society. This paper examines climate change news reports in the Southern 

Metropolis Daily, a popular Chinese market-oriented newspaper, exploring the 

geographic focus, news sources and frames from an eighteen-month sample. Findings 

suggest an absence of climate science, a failure to focus upon local impacts and 

solutions and a lack of diverse voices. Instead, market-oriented media tend to follow the 

lead of state media in their reporting about climate change. Recommendations suggest 

the need for more diverse and locally relevant climate journalism for Chinese audiences. 

Keywords:  Climate change; China; News media; Market-oriented media; Southern 

Metropolis Daily 
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Chapter 1.  
 
Introduction 

“Climate emergency” has been chosen as the buzz word in 2019 by Oxford 

Dictionaries(Oxford Word of the Year 2019 | Oxford Languages, n.d.). Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released its 1.5°C special report in 2018, indicating 

that greenhouse emissions must reach net zero by around 2050 and, by 2030, cut 

emissions by about 45 percent from 2010 levels(Masson-Delmotte et al., 2018). 

Otherwise, people will suffer from catastrophic and irreversible environmental 

consequences. As the biggest developing country, China’s fast development pace 

accompanies significant greenhouse emissions. China overtook the United States in 

2007 to become the largest greenhouse gas emitter in the world, around 25% of global 

emissions comes from China. On a per capita basis, China’s emissions have risen to 

more than seven tons per year, which is second only to the levels in most Western 

industrialized countries(J. C.-E. Liu, 2015).  

Apart from the global influence of GHG emission from China, there are many 

climate change related natural disasters within the nation. These include: melting 

Tibetan glaciers, sinking Shanghai, inundating Hong Kong, devastating south coast 

typhoons, an expected 5.10% decline in agricultural production, and a rapid loss of 

biodiversity (Lai, 2009).  

International and national pressure pushes the Chinese government to make 

commitments and to implement policies to alleviate climate change effects. A survey 

conducted by Pew Research Center indicates that Chinese people are less concerned 

about climate change compared with many countries (Wike, 2016). This inconsistent 

perception to climate change between state and citizen might damage the efficacy of 

environmental policies. Since news media plays a significant role in society by providing 

information and guiding public opinion, news media’s climate change coverage is 

essential to public’s perception to this issue.  

There are two media types in China, one is state-run media, the other is market-

oriented media. Both of them are subject to state control but to different degrees. State-
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run media is the spokesman for Chinese government/Communist Party of China, while 

market-oriented media are independent of state support, and audience-oriented. 

Previous studies on climate change reporting have focused upon state-run news media, 

with little attention to market-oriented media. This study examines the characteristics 

and journalistic practice of climate change report in a Chinese market-oriented 

newspaper.   
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

2.1. Environmental issues and climate change in China 

Environmental issues and climate change are always related to industrialization 

and other human activities. China established the People’s Republic in 1949. Poverty 

made economic development the national priority. At that time, China as a socialist 

country, mainly learned the development experience from Soviet Union characterized by 

central-planning and heavy industrialization. The Great Leap Movement in 1958 was an 

ambitious attempt to achieve collective mechanized agriculture and to produce large 

amounts of grain in a short period, but it ended up with a sharp decline of crop 

production and the Chinese people suffered from devastating famine. The next political 

movement was the Cultural Revolution from 1966-1976 in which the Chinese economy 

made little progress. People lived a hard life.  

Things began to change in the1980s when Deng Xiaoping initiated reform and 

open-up policy, which meant that China would embrace the global economy and 

welcome foreign investment. Concurrently, Western economies were struggling to 

transfer their economic mode from Fordism to post-Fordism to avoid a crisis of 

capitalism in Western domestic markets, achieving an information and knowledge 

economy instead of industrial economy (Tong, 2015). Markets and resources attracted 

Western transnational business to build factories in China. In 2001, China entered into 

World Trade Organization (WTO), which hastened its integration into the global 

economy.  

During this period, the Chinese economy developed quickly. Chinese 

environment and resources changed significantly. Economic modernization was the 

priority of the Chinese government and people. Government’s attitude towards the 

environment was equivocal. According to Tong (2015), the Chinese government 

demonstrated its concerns about resource scarcity by implementing the “one child 

policy” in 1979, a response to Mao’s emphasis upon “more people, more power” (renduo 

liliang da) that resulted in a population boom from the 1950s to the 1990s. The Chinese 

population increased by 57% from 1949 to 1971 (Jing, 2013). However, China did not 

halt the pace of exploiting natural resources to develop a national economy. Indeed, the 

Chinese economy made great progress in the following years and China became the 
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world’s second biggest economy in 2010. More than half of the economic growth in 2011 

came from “machinery, buildings and infrastructure”(“How Strong Is China’s Economy?,” 

2012). 

In parallel with rapid economic growth, the Chinese environment began to 

deteriorate. According to Ma and Ortoland (2000), there are two major environmental 

problems: resource scarcity and environmental pollution. Walker (1996) argued that 

China would witness a new age of resource scarcity by the end of the 1990s. In 2011, 

China took over from the United States as the world’s biggest energy consumer (“Energy 

for China,” 2007). Natural resources including coal, copper and oil were exploited to 

meet the needs of energy consumption and other industrial production. Local 

governments were eager to attract investment to stimulate local economy which was the 

only standard for judging a governor’s performance.  

Famous resource-rich cities, like Datong in Shanxi, Panzhihua in Sichuan, E’er 

dou si in Inner Mongolia developed very fast in the 1990s due to the exploitation of 

natural resources. The 21st century’s “Western Great Development” (xibu da kaifa) policy 

is a good example of attracting foreign investment in local regions. However, when local 

resources were running out, business withdrew and moved to another region, leaving a 

devastated environment behind. Water scarcity is another major problem of resource 

scarcity, which can be attributed to water overuse in urbanization and industrialization. 

After assessing the risks associated with water shortages, scholars(C. Liu & Zheng, 

2002; Zhang & Chen, 2009) even predicted that Northern China would run short of water 

till 2014 or even 2050 despite all current governmental efforts. 

Environmental pollution is another facet of environmental problems in China. 

There are many forms of pollution. Some are observable, like air pollution, which results 

from the overuse of coal for energy production. In addition, 81% percent of factories 

were located in environmentally sensitive areas, such as near rivers and seas, and 

population-dense regions (“An Investigation into Chemical Projects and Plants: Severe 

Environmental Risks Exist in Most Water Areas,” 2012). This situation makes the 

industrial pollution accidents even more cytotropic, because those accidents would have 

a long-lasting effect and even destroy ecosystems. In the single month of July 2010, for 

example, there were three major incidents in three regions: the Zijin mine pollution 

accident in Fujian Province, the raw petrol pollution caused by the explosion of a petrol 
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transmission pipe in Dalian City, and the pollution of the Songhua River in Jilin Province 

by barrels of chemicals (Tong, 2015, p. 26). 

Some Chinese people began to experience the “revenge” of nature. Many more 

disasters, such as tornados, storms, drought, and landslides happened and caused 

considerable financial loss and casualties. Environmental pollution also occurred in 

water and soil pollution, which can lead to food insecurity problems. “Cancer village” is 

an example of devastating impact of chemical pollutants, small communities near 

polluting factories where cancer rates have soared far above the national 

average(Kaiman, 2013). 

Environmental victims started to worry about their health, some even protested to 

show their discontent with local government policies. In 2012 many protests happened. 

In January there were local residents’ street protests against the construction of a power 

plant in Haimen, Guangdong; in July, protests took place against the dumping of 

polluting toxic waste by a paper factory into the sea in Qidong, Jiangsu; and, separately, 

against the construction of a copper alloy factory in Shifang, Sichuan; and in July and 

August, against water pollution caused by the illegal mining, which was allegedly 

supported by local officials, of rare earth minerals (Tong, 2015). All these protests 

illustrated that the Chinese people wanted an environmentally friendly development 

model instead of sacrificing their environment for economic growth.  

These protests stopped the development of factories and raised the central 

government’s awareness of environmental protection. The Chinese central government 

identified environmental protection as one of the fundamental national policies and 

launched the ecological civilization (shengtai wenming) construction, a Chinese version 

of sustainable development. This concept was advanced by president Hu Jintao in 2007, 

and was intended to provide an alternative development theory capable of 

revolutionizing the global economic order and bringing about a global ecological 

transition (Foster, 2017; Gare, 2016; J. Pan, 2016).  

However, China’s unique political structure makes it difficult to implement 

effective environmental policies. As illustrated by Qi and Wu (2013), in a top-down 

hierarchical political system, all significant decisions are made by the Chinese central 

government and then implemented by local governments. Since the environmental 
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situation and economic development mode vary in each province and region, it is unwise 

to require all regions to implement central policies unanimously and, instead, there is a 

need for more investigation and even negotiation. 

2.2. Discussions of environmental issues and climate 
change in Chinese society 

Concordant with Chinese industrialization, environmental problems have loomed 

large in China since the 1980s. As such, state and society have paid more attention to 

them. On the state level, China erected its environmental laws and policies in 1979, and 

built institutions, such as environmental protection agencies at the national, provincial 

and local level, to execute and monitor their implementation. The Chinese government 

has also launched environmental campaigns to promulgate environmental protection. 

“China Environment Centennial Journey” (Zhonghua huanbao shiji xing) is a significant 

state environmental campaign funded by Chinese government in 1993. It was organized 

by government officials to raise people’s environmental consciousness and promulgated 

environmental protection policies and knowledge. The commission invited journalists to 

investigate a specific environmental issue each year: for example, the theme in 1993 

was “fighting environmental pollution”.  

During these state-initiated campaigns, mass media played an important role in 

reporting and disseminating environment-related information. As the spokesman for 

Communist Party of China (CPC), state-run media such as the People’s Daily mainly 

focused on disseminating state policies. Many market-oriented media also invested a lot 

in environment reporting because of the increasing expectations from audience. From 

2001 to 2010 the number of petitioners (including those writing letters and making visits 

collectively or individually) to the Ministry of Environmental increased over 545,000 to 

802,000 (Tong, 2015).  

In addition to news media, citizens also began to discuss environmental issues. 

Yang and Calhoun believed there was a green public sphere existing from 2004, the hot 

public debate on the dam construction on Nu River that halted the proposed hydropower 

project. Before this event, they argued that “direct citizen voices are relatively absent 

from China’s public arena and seldom influence government policymaking”(Yang & 

Calhoun, 2007, p. 211). In the formation of green public sphere, Environmental Non-
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Governmental Organizations (ENGOs) play a critical role, and these organizations serve 

as platform producers, discourse producers and discussion facilitators.  

The first group of ENGOs emerged in the mid-1990s. In 1994, there were only 

nine ENGOs, including four student organizations. By 2002, there were more than 200 

ENGOs (G. Yang & Calhoun, 2007). These organization orchestrated different activities 

to promote environmental protection ideas and public participation. Common practices 

included public lectures, workshops and conferences, salon discussions, field trips, 

publication of newsletters and multimedia documents, and new forms of "electronic 

action" such as online discussions, online mailing lists and internet petitions (G. Yang, 

2005). These practices not only raised citizen’s environmental consciousness, but also 

created a democratic value for Chinese society (Yang, 2005). Ordinary people could 

express their environmental opinions, appeals and even their opposition to certain 

environmental policies by participating in environmental events. Their voices could be 

concentrated and amplified by ENGOs, mass media and internet-based new media, 

imposing significant pressure on the government and promoting official leaders to 

reconsider their policies.  

Although ENGOs play an important role in activating Chinese civil society, they 

are still confronted with challenges from themselves and the state. On the one hand, the 

organization’s leaders should have the ability to mobilize social resources. According to 

Yang (2005), there are at least three types of “organization entrepreneurs”: one type 

combines cultural prestige with political capital; the second type has professional 

expertise and international connections: the third type are those young people with 

technological skill because the internet plays a pivotal role in people’s life.  

Apart from internal requirements, the state also exercises control on the 

development of ENGOs. Some regulations encourage ENGOs to act as a “third force” to 

provide assistance to marginalized groups (Jin, 2001) but others limit the development of 

NGOs. For example, they require applicants to have a sponsoring institution, which 

presents a major barrier to registration because an NGO is considered a liability instead 

of an asset to its sponsoring institution (Jin, 2001). It is further stipulated that there 

should no more than one organization in certain areas of work in the same 

administrative area, which also curbs the development of NGOs.  
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Based on Yang and Calhoun’s research, scholars began to further explore the 

green public sphere in China. Eberhardt (2015) tried to further explore Yang and 

Calhoun’s argument that there are environmental public spaces in China after 2004. 

Eberhardt found these green public spheres are mostly occupied by state and foreign 

NGOs advocating a “low carbon” lifestyle without mentioning climate change and 

questioning existing policies. As a result, the topic of climate change was manipulated by 

governmental and non-governmental elites due to the absence of public voices. 

Sima (2011) believed ENGO played a critical role in disseminating and calling for 

actions through the internet. In her study she employed ethnographic methodology to 

examine how the internet assists ENGOs to create counter a green public sphere which 

is an alternative sphere to counterbalance the discourse of economic growth. She also 

found that the internet produces visibility, provides platforms to create their 

environmental discourse, and builds connections with local and global publics. The 

internet also empowers Chinese publics to voice their environmental opinions and 

provide environmental suggestions to government though there are state and 

commercial intervention in green public sphere. Nevertheless, it could facilitate social 

and political change in China because a green public sphere was able to trigger other 

civic behaviors (Sun et al., 2018). 

2.3. Introduction of Chinese media system 

The well-known Four Theories of the Press (Siebert et al., 1963) concluded four 

main media systems (authoritarian, Communist, libertarian and social responsibility) 

existed after the Second World War. Since each country is different historically, 

culturally, and economically and politically, it is difficult to categorize the media system of 

every country. These theories are also mainly from a Western perspective and 

influenced by the Cold War.  

China, as one of the remaining communist countries in the world, has a long 

history of media operation. I will mainly discuss the media system after 1949, the 

founding of the People’s Republic. Since China opened its market in the 1980s, the 

media landscape has undergone a significant change: the majority of media, for 

example, no longer relied on state financial support and started to require profit in order 

to support themselves. Accordingly, the relationship between market and media 
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changed and media organization have adopted new practices to adjust to the new 

economic and political environment. We must, therefore, discuss the Chinese media 

system in two periods: before opening up and after opening up.  

The first stage began in 1949 with a totalitarian media system. Media mainly 

consisted of newspapers, radio and television. They were a blend of the Marxist and 

Maoist ideology, serving as tools of class struggle, with their major function being to 

indoctrinate, agitate and mobilize (Winfield & Peng, 2005). In addition, it is a unique 

perspective of Chinese philosophy and culture that a strict control of information is 

critical to maintain social and political order. For example, Confucius espouses a 

unidirectional logic of people’s relationship (from ruler to subject, from parent to child, 

from teacher to student, from husband to wife and from the elder to younger sibling) 

which has important implications for Chinese media policies and justifies the 

suppression of dissidents (Lee, 1990). 

According to Winfield and Peng (2005), the tight economic and political control of 

media showed in following aspects. The government was the truth holder and its 

authority could not be challenged and offended; media organizations are not 

independent; foreign media are subordinate to the established authority; all imported 

media products are subject to state control. The Chinese government subscribed to 

Mao’s belief that press control is quite important to enforce and maintain state power. 

State control over media have the following characteristics: State had ownership and 

provided full financial support to media organization; government appointed 

management and editorial personnel; and the main function of media was to serve as 

the mouthpiece of the Party.  

When China opened its market in the 1980s, some significant changes happened 

among Chinese media. First, apart from a few key state media, such as the People’s 

Daily and the Xinhua News Agency, most existing media could no longer depend on 

state funding (even though they are still state owned theoretically and officially). 

Advertising, circulation and finance investment were to become their key sources of 

financing, and they are operated and managed independently. New economic policies 

also stimulated the rapid development of media. Zi (2003) argued that by 2003 there 

were 2,000 newspapers, over 4,000 television and radio stations, and over 10,000 

magazines.  
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Although media were prosperous and acquired more freedom after 

commercialization, they were still subject to state control to varying degree. Winfield and 

Peng (2005) pointed out that Chinese media play a dual role: simultaneously 

commodities in the market and ideological apparatuses. In other words, the nature of 

their media products is propaganda and market commodity.  

Generally, following the party line is still the prerequisite of media freedom. 

Chinese media still face ideological and cultural dependency upon the state and the 

Party, even though the media are registered to be commercial (Winfield & Peng, 2005). 

These media are still officially state-owned but run by private business. The contents of 

media are diverse: apart from official news, there are entertainment, news and 

advertising.  

Jang Zeming, Chinese supreme leader after Deng Xiaoping, remarked in an 

interview with CBS reporter Mike Wallace in 2000, “Freedom of the press should be 

subordinate to the interests of the nation. How can you allow such freedom to damage 

the national interests? Acknowledging that many foreign news sites have been banned 

in China because of their political content, Jiang said, we need to be selective. We hope 

to restrict as much as possible information not conducive to China’s development” 

(Neumann, 2001). Yu likewise argued that fundamental media reform did not give media 

more political freedom but is instead a strategy for Chinese government to adjust to the 

new international environment. The political control of media still belongs to the Party 

alone (Yu, 1994). 

Licensing, regulating, and allocating resources to specific state media are 

different forms of political control. Self-censorship and access blocking are also forms of 

political and ideological control. State monopoly and conglomeration replace state 

funding and become a new type of economic control. In terms of administrative control, 

certificates for journalists and guidelines are new forms of control (Winfield & Peng, 

2005). Those controls show that the Chinese government fears that the press poses a 

threat to state order and the authority of the Party. Therefore the press attempts to seek 

an ideal position to satisfy government and their advertisers and audience.  
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2.4. News reports on environmental issues and climate 
change 

I will now turn to an examination of how environmental issues and climate 

change are reported by Chinese news media. This section has three parts: the first will 

explore the history of climate change coverage in China; the second will discuss 

environmental issues and climate change coverage in Chinese party-sponsored media 

and market-oriented media respectively; and the third will explore comparative analysis 

of climate change reporting. Such comparisons are usually based upon research on 

foreign media and Chinese media (e.g. the US and China) , and between Chinese 

market-oriented media and Chinese party-sponsored media.  

The history of climate change coverage in China corresponds to different 

development stages. China’s attention to environmental issue dates back to the 1970s. 

As mentioned before, the Chinese government began to worry about overpopulation 

because of the “baby boomer” generation. In 1972, the United Nations Conference on 

Human Environment was held in Stockholm. While the Chinese government started to 

express concern about environmental issues, the Cultural Revolution made it difficult for 

the Chinese people to contemplate environmental issues thoroughly.  

Opening its doors to the world in 1978, China was exposed to a global context 

and it has developed quickly since then. China began to experience significant 

environmental problems associated with rapid economic growth in the 1980s. The first 

climate change global conference was held in 1992 by the United Nations, and resulted 

in the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). There has 

been a UNFCCC conference held every year since 1997.  

Xie (2010) argues there are four stages through which environmental issues 

have come into state, public, and the media’s life: 1972-1984, 1985-1992, 1993-2000, 

and 2000 to today. These divisions are based upon significant international events, 

conferences and some important activities in China. The first stage is from 1972 to 1984. 

The United Nations Conference on the Human Environment was held in Stockholm in 

1972. The Chinese State Development Planning Commission presided over the first 

national environmental protection conference in 1973 and the first environmental 

publication, Environmental Protection, was published in the same year. However, due to 
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the special political environment in China, there was little attention paid to the 

environment during this decade. In the 1980s, environmental problems begun to loom 

larger with rapid economic development in China. Environmental protection became a 

fundamental national policy in 1984. The first national professional environmental 

protection newspaper was established in 1984. However, the public was still unfamiliar 

with environmental issues: environmental news was in an incipient state.  

The second stage is from 1985 to 1992. In this stage, environmental reporting in 

China developed slowly. It mainly concentrated on investigative reporting. Industrial 

pollution and resource waste and other environmental problems were the main themes 

at this stage. 

The third stage is from 1993 to 2000. China joined the International Federation of 

Environmental Journalists in 1993, signifying that Chinese environmental communication 

was starting to grow. In the same year, a national level environmental event called 

“China Environment Centennial Journey” (Zhonghua huanbao shiji xing) was organized 

by the Chinese government, and it earned considerable attention from media and the 

public. Environmental reporting in this stage had improved significantly. More topics 

were involved, and more professional environmental journalists began to produce high 

quality news reports.  

The last stage is from 2000 to today. In this stage, environmental reporting 

developed quickly, there are more publications and articles, combined reporting forms 

and also diverse topics. Environmental communication in China serves to spread 

environmental information, provide media scrutiny, raise public awareness of 

environmental protection, and build the national image. Xie also talks about some 

challenges and hopes in the development of Chinese environmental journalism; she 

notes, for example, that the lack of professional environmental knowledge serves as an 

obstacle to accurate reporting. 

Apart from the development of environmental news in China, reports on climate 

change in China also has its history. News reports on climate change and environmental 

issues are discussed separately in Chinese academia. Zheng and Wang (2013) make 

the case that China started to engage in climate communication after the 2009 

Copenhagen conference. In 2012, the China Center for Climate Change Communication 
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(China 4C) organized the first research survey of Chinese people’s awareness of climate 

change and climate communication. Results showed that 78% of Chinese citizens 

expressed concern about climate change, 93% believed climate change is happening as 

compared to 75% of British people and 63% of American people who believe climate 

change is happening now. China has taken the lead among developing countries in 

seeking more climate justice. More effective engagement in international climate 

negotiations and developing appropriate national environmental policies have enabled 

China to have more influence on global climate change dialogue. But it still confronts 

many challenges like high greenhouse gases emission and low public climate change 

awareness (Zheng & Wang, 2013).  

Jia (2007) interviewed several climate change scientists and science and 

technology reporters, finding that environmental communication in China is not effective 

because of the lack of institutional scientific communication norms. Reporters seldom 

turn to climate scientists for climate change information and they do not learn the newest 

scientific findings about climate change. Newspapers tend to describe climate change as 

a remote risk and always relate it to challenges to Chinese economic development and 

opportunities for Chinese clean energy industry. It is difficult to draw public attention to 

climate change through a macro depiction of environmental problems. According to 

Yuan (2014), a former news reporter from Southern Weekly, climate change features a 

long term time span, global influence, low conflict, distance from public: these 

characteristics suggest climate change reports need to be scientific, balanced and 

interesting. 

The second section will discuss environmental issues and climate change 

coverage in Chinese party-sponsored media and market-oriented media respectively. 

Research is still concentrated on Chinese party-sponsored media because that they are 

the mainstream media in China, representing the point of view of Chinese government. 

They offer the most comprehensive way to learn Chinese environmental policies and 

government attitudes towards certain international issue, including climate change.  

Other studies have focused on how Chinese environmental communication came 

into form by analyzing the history of some party-sponsored news media, such as the 

People’s Daily. Chinese scholars believe climate change and environmental issues are 

hard news that non-commercial and official media should cover accurately and 
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comprehensively (M. Wang, 2015). Similarly, scholars outside of China believe the most 

suitable way to learn the Chinese government’s attitude is by examining Chinese official 

news media. Tolan (2007) argues state-run media are much more influential in climate 

change issues and also the news source for other media to a large extent. 

There is less research on climate change reporting in market media. Some 

existing studies on coverage of market-oriented news media view this type of media as 

representative of metro news (eg. Ji & Liu, 2013). Overall, studies of market-oriented 

news media on climate change coverage study are always comparative. 

The third section focuses on comparative media analysis of environmental 

issues. There are two comparative models for climate change coverage research. The 

first is between foreign media and Chinese official media. The second compares climate 

change coverage in Chinese party-sponsored media and market-oriented media. 

Comparative studies occupy the largest portion of Chinese climate change coverage 

research and they mainly focus on news coverage about United Nations Climate 

Change Conference.  

The most common studies are those comparing media coverage between China 

and foreign countries. Comparison of the major stakeholders of climate change – 

especially those from non-Western sociopolitical backgrounds – “should play an 

important role in improving communication and help to identify the main barriers towards 

change”(Anderson, 2009, p. 176). More and more comparative studies now include 

Chinese news media. The U.S. is positioned as representative of the western world. 

U.S. media (e.g. The New York Time, Washington Post) is compared with Chinese 

media (e.g. People’s Daily, China Daily). They mainly examine how these two biggest 

greenhouse emitters frame climate change: different frameworks and discourse analysis 

have been employed to compare similarities and differences between them.  

Gao (2018) finds that Chinese and US influential media’s opinion on climate 

change represent different environmental views from developing and developed 

countries. Chinese newspapers report government policies and attitudes towards climate 

change and frame it as a political issue. U.S. media use diverse news sources, such as 

scientists and economic experts, and create their own narratives to express opinions on 

climate change. 
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Another U.S. and China comparative study by Xie (2015) has some innovation in 

its research method by using a hybrid framework as a systematic tool of analysis to 

examine climate change representation in a geopolitically sensitive light and avoid the 

use of issue-specific analytical frames. His research findings identify four frames: 

skepticism toward climate change, micro-issue salience, audience-based frames, and 

attribution of responsibility. It shows that climate change skeptics existed in U.S. media 

but tended to fade away, while they were largely absent from Chinese media. News 

coverage in Chinese media attribute environmental responsibility to developed countries, 

while U.S. news media blame industries and corporations. Both sides lacked scientific 

knowledge and treated climate change as a political issue. The CPC hoped to maintain 

its political authority in China by facilitating beneficial environmental policies in the name 

of the people. The U.S. employed diverse political subjects to show reporting balance 

and objectivity, framing climate change as a political issue as well.  

One study did a comparison between the People’s Daily and The New York 

Times. It provided a new perspective on how to define Chinese official and mainstream 

media. The author chose the Chinese national newspaper People’s Daily not because it 

is the mouthpiece of CPC, but because she viewed it as an elite newspaper that 

provided accurate and serious information to audiences who are supposed to be 

responsible and can contribute to environmental protection. This may offer a new angle 

to evaluate the state-run media in China (Ma, 2008).  

Some research expanded the scope of the US and China and studied how 

developing countries and developed countries cover climate change. By analyzing the 

framing of COP21 in British, American and Chinese news media, one study found 

media’s overall discourse supported addressing climate change, a promising prospect 

for global climate change policy making. However, British and American media shared 

more similarities than their Chinese counterparts in solution discourse: they wanted this 

problem to be solved according to western-led order. Conversely, those who disrupted 

this order were criticized as laggards, as climate change deniers or dissenting countries, 

such as China, India and Saudi Aribia. In contrast, Chinese media not only framed 

climate change as a global problem, but more importantly as an opportunity to gain 

recognition in the world through expressing its appeal for action and its efforts regarding 

climate policy (Y. Pan et al., 2019, p.528). 
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The second type of comparison is between Chinese party-sponsored media and 

market-oriented media. Chinese and English academia take different approaches to this 

type of research. Though they all focus on the comparison between official and 

commercial media, their understanding and expectation to these two types of media vary 

significantly. In Chinese academia, South Week or South Metropolis Daily are usually 

taken as representative of Chinese comprehensive newspapers instead of Chinese 

commercial media. Similarly, many Chinese scholars view Chinese official media as the 

most influential media in China. At the same time, they propose that these two types of 

media coordinate harmoniously to create a complete Chinese media picture. However, 

foreign academia tend to differentiate them and to explore the complicated relationship 

between them. Accordingly, comparative research on these two types of media show 

different perspectives and foci.  

In Miller and Duan’s (2019) article, they discuss the difference between party-

sponsored and market-oriented newspapers in China on climate change coverage. 

Since attention has been disproportionally paid to official media on this topic, this 

research bridges the gap of market-oriented media analysis. It also considers changes 

of recent environmental challenges and policies in China, which may influence 

environmental coverage of both official and market-oriented media. This study uses the 

conceptual framework of news diversity and examines environmental coverage in those 

two types media according to the diversity of frames, sources and viewpoints. The 

results show commercial media are different from official media by including diverse 

viewpoints, conflict frames and ENGO’s sources, while party-sponsored media employs 

more domestic political, science, and scientific uncertainty frames. The results suggest 

that researchers should be cautious about generalizing previous findings to the entire 

Chinese media ecosystem because it is unique, diverse, and complex (Duan & Miller, 

2019).  

In other words, Chinese news media cannot simply be viewed as a monolithic 

entity. And research on market-oriented media is necessary even though the mass 

media in China generally serve as the mouthpiece for the ruling Communist party (Zhao, 

1998). 

Another study examined the coverage of environmental risk in ten Chinese 

newspapers. Apart from People’s Daily, the other nine media outlets were commercial 
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newspapers. The main target of this study was to examine how investigative journalism 

covered environmental risks in China. It found that commercial newspapers were not 

singing a harmonious song of economic development, but instead served to disclose 

environmental problems in Chinese society. This challenged overheated enthusiasm for 

development and also reflected the social inequality pertaining to environmental 

problems. In contrast, the People’s Daily primarily published CPC’s self-reflective reports 

over environmental problems to ensure “inner party purity” (Tong, 2015). 

It is worth noting that the research sample chosen by each researcher varies. 

Chinese scholars prefer news coverage of United Nations Climate Change Conferences. 

Almost all existing comparative studies of party-sponsored and market-oriented media 

focus on coverage of these conferences. Conversely, English academia has a broader 

research scope: they not only examine coverage of conferences, but also reporting on 

other environmental issues in China, such as environmental risks and policies. This 

research reality reflects two points. One is that Chinese journalists and scholars bear in 

mind that their approach should align with state media in terms of certain significant 

political principles. The second point is that environmental journalism does not gain 

consecutive attention from Chinese journalists and scholars. 
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Chapter 3. Theoretical framework and Method 

3.1. Theoretical framework 

Framing is an important theoretical perspective to understand social reality. 

Goffman argued that framing explores the ideological implications of social reality by 

“locating, perceiving, identifying and labeling” the reality (1974, p. 21). Mass media play 

an indispensable part in society by framing social reality. It believed that mass media 

have a strong impact by constructing social reality by “framing images of reality…in a 

predicted and patterned way” (McQuail, 1994, p.331). Gamson and Modigliani (1987) 

defined a media frame as “a central organizing idea or story line that provides meaning 

to an unfolding strip of events” (p. 143). For journalists, media frames can help them 

choose suitable information quickly and “package it for efficient relay to their audience” 

(Gitlin, 2003, p. 7). Entman (1993) put more emphasis on selection and salience: he 

argued that to frame is to “ select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them 

more salient in a communication text, in such a way to promote a particular problem 

definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation” (p. 

52). Readers of news media can be influenced by framing and representations of social 

events (Price et al., 1997) 

Climate change has been framed by mass media around the world. Framing 

research on climate change communication is a common research approach which has 

been used by many media scholars. Some have explored news framing of climate 

change in different countries, including the United States (M. T. Boykoff, 2008; M. T. 

Boykoff & Boykoff, 2004; Shehata & Hopmann, 2012; Trumbo, 1996), France (Brossard 

et al., 2004), Sweden (Olausson, 2009; Shehata & Hopmann, 2012), and Australia (Jang 

& Hart, 2015). Common frames include: solutions, responsibility, consequences/effects, 

science, skepticism, international relations/conflicts.  

Much attention has been paid to developed countries. Shanahan (2009) called 

for more studies on developing countries that are more vulnerable and that suffer most 

from the impact of climate change (Saleh, 2012; Schmidt et al., 2013). In the past 

decade, there is an increasing volume of research on climate change communication in 

developing countries such as Mexico (Gordon et al., 2013), Peru (Takahashi, 2010), 

Argentina (Mercado, 2012), Uganda (Semujju, 2013), India (Billett, 2010; M. Boykoff, 
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2010; Mittal, 2012), and China (Tolan, 2007). This research found that some news 

frames used in developed countries are also employed in developing countries such as 

solutions, science, international relations/conflicts but with different practices (Gordon et 

al., 2013; Mercado, 2012; Semujju, 2013; Takahashi & Meisner, 2013). News coverage 

in developing countries tends to focus upon environmental consequences and mitigation 

(e.g., in Brazil and Peru). The nationalism frame can also be found in news media in 

India and Malaysia (Billett, 2010; Manzo & Padfield, 2016).  

Though there are distinct frames among different countries, some researchers 

have argued that there are generic frames on climate change. Semetko and Valkenburg 

(2000) identified four news frames on climate change in Dutch and French newspapers: 

conflict, economic consequences, human interest, and attribution of responsibility. Tong 

(2014) found these frames were also applicable in Chinese newspapers’ climate change 

reports. Another set of frames is from Nisbet (2009). He identified eight frames 

developed by various researchers and applied to science-related policy debate: social 

progress, economic development and competitiveness, morality and ethics, scientific 

and technical uncertainty, pandora’s box, public accountability and governance, 

alternative path, conflict and strategy.  

Since this research focuses upon news frames in Chinese newspapers, it is also 

necessary to look through the existing frames in climate change news reports. Han, Sun 

and Lu (2017) examined climate change news coverage during the annual session of 

the Conference of the Parties by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 

Change (UNFCCC) in five Chinese state run and market-oriented newspapers. They 

used a deductive approach by selecting six popular generic news frames: conflict, 

attribution of responsibility, human interest, economic consequence, and leadership. 

Inductive approach was also employed in this study and they found a new frame: 

collaboration. Different newspapers emphasized different frames: state run media used 

the collaboration frame more frequently and used the human interest frame less than 

market-oriented media. 

Duan and Miller (2019) identified eight frames on climate change in Chinese 

state run and market-oriented media: conflict, economic, scientific uncertainty, science, 

human interest, domestic politics of climate change, attribution of responsibility, 

international agreements and collaborations. Their results showed that the scientific 
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uncertainty frame was rarely seen in both media types. The domestic politics frame was 

largely limited to state run media. Other frames could be overserved in both.  

Drawing from existing studies, this study will focus upon political, economic, 

scientific and moral frames. Firstly, climate change is a natural phenomenon caused by 

human activities, which has been proven by numerous scientific studies. News media 

should assist the public to learn the scientific facts of climate change, and more 

importantly the relationship between climate change and human societies. Cox (2013, 

p.19) proposed that “environmental communication is the pragmatic and constitutive 

vehicle for our understanding of the environment as well as our relationships to the 

natural world”. Therefore, the scientific frame in news media should be included in news 

reports. News articles adopting the scientific frame should include scientific facts on 

climate change, the consequences of climate change on human life and environmental, 

and scientific and technological approaches developed by human against climate 

change. 

 Next is the economic frame. Climate change as an emergency for human 

society and can only be solved or alleviated by human actions. Greenhouse gas 

emissions, which are produced by industries all over the world, is the principal cause of 

climate change. Excessive emissions can also be regarded as a failure of governments 

to strike a moderate balance around economic growth and environmental protection. 

Chen (2013, p.6) argues that “current global environmental crises (e. g. climate change, 

biodiversity extinction, overpopulation, etc.) are symptomatic of systematic failure of our 

economic and political system that are based upon the exploration of the nature”. 

Accordingly, dealing with the relationship between environmental health and economic 

growth is critical for developing solutions to climate change. This frame include 

newspaper narratives on the relationship and interactions between economic growth and 

climate change. 

The third frame is politics, a frame that has become increasingly prevalent. Wu 

(2009) indicated that, like other countries, China tends to politicize climate change. This 

reflects how different political actors strive for their interests. If the pursuit of endless 

economic growth is the cause of climate change, then effective political intervention is 

the only real solution. Of interest is how a country treats climate change in the context of 

the interests of its citizens and the national interest. This frame includes: citizens’ 
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environmental appeals, attribution of responsibility, leadership, and international 

relations/conflicts.  

The last frame is a moral frame. Morality is an obligation and rule facilitated by 

social routine. It is related to the culture and history of a region or a country. Different 

places may have different moral connotations. In terms of climate change, there should 

be distinct, culturally specific moral judgements. News articles that adopt this frame 

express an opinion on relationship between human and nature and among humans. 

Attention to such a philosophical orientation may provide a deeper understanding of 

news reports on climate change, and may also help to predict people’s future attitudes 

on climate change and environment. Climate justice is also a moral aspect over climate 

change. It emphasizes the responsibility to recognize and protect the rights of people 

who are more vulnerable to climate change, such as environmental victims and the next 

generation. Moral frame covers people’s attitudes to climate change, and thoughts on 

the relationship between human and nature, and obligation for pursuing climate justice. 

3.2. Method 

For this research, news articles have been chosen from Southern Metropolis 

Daily (SMD) between January 1, 2019 and May 31, 2020. “Climate change” and “global 

warming” were used as key words in the Wisesearch database. It resulted in a sample of 

113 articles. 

SMD was chosen because it has the highest circulation among Chinese market-

oriented newspapers, and it is a liberal newspaper that is widely known for its 

investigative journalism (Yue & Yu, 2016). The timespan was chosen because the latest 

research on climate coverage in Chinese market-oriented media is 2016. I wanted to 

provide more up-to-date research of this topic. The half year of 2020 was included 

because I also wanted to explore how climate change reporting changes during the 

COVID-19 pandemic since both of them are social crises.  

The criteria I used was different from that used in prior research. For Duan and 

Miller (2019b), qualified articles must have at least one paragraph talking about climate 

change and they eliminated opinion pieces on climate change. In my research, all news 

articles and opinion pieces related climate change were included even if there was only 
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a brief mention of climate change. Only those which expressed a different meaning – in 

Chinese, climate change sometimes means weather change – were excluded. There 

were 99 articles – 16 opinion pieces and 83 news items – remaining after excluding 

irrelevant items. 

A mixed method approach was used. First, content analysis was employed to 

provide a quantitative analysis on some features of climate change news reports in SMD 

including geopolitical focus, news sources and frames. An objective statistical overview 

of the sample can illustrate the significance of certain aspects of climate change 

reporting. A qualitative method was also used to explore the rhetorical characteristics of 

news discourse: both discourse and framing analysis were undertaken to examine the 

deep meanings and patterns behind news articles.  
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Chapter 4. Findings and analysis  

4.1. Geographic focus 

A key consideration for geographic focus was whether news reports on climate 

change in SMD focus on China or other places in the world. It shows the balance of 

reporting among local and global effects of climate change. Twenty-seven percent of 

news items focused upon climate change within China, with close to three quarters of 

news reports covering climate change in other places.  

 
Figure 1：Geographic focus 

Within the Chinese context, SMD focused upon either the Guangdong province 

or national policies. The focus on Guangdong province can be attributed to the fact that 

SMD is located in this province, which has many coastal cities. The main topics of these 

news stories include urban environmental governance, urban development governance, 

energy transformation, local precipitation and local companies. Climate change was not 

the main topic among these articles, and it was generally only mentioned in one or two 

sentences. For example, an article titled “Guangdong’s Enping and Yangjiang have most 

precipitation in 2018” mainly talked about the achievement of China’s CO2 reduction in 

2018. It further noted that China began to pay more attention to climate change by 

China
27%

World
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adding measurements of cities’ temperature, precipitation and sea level. It concluded 

that Enping and Yangjiang in Guangdong province had the most rainfalls in 2018, the 

average temperature in 2018 increased 0.54℃ and sea level also tended to increase but 

without exact statistics.  

For news articles with a non-China focus, three categories of countries and 

regions are noteworthy: developed countries (such as Germany, France, the United 

Kingdom and the United States), African countries (such as South Africa), and other 

developing countries and regions (such as Kiribati and Micronesia). There are relatively 

fixed reporting patterns for each category. For most developed countries, news stories 

primarily framed China’s hope to collaborate with them to fight against climate change, 

and, in turn, the appreciation of China’s leadership on this issue by leaders of these 

countries. Stories focused upon the U.S. discussed the divergence in Congress and the 

fact that the U.S. is not a follower of international order such as its withdrawal from the 

Paris Agreement. This reporting category shows that China tends to be critical of the 

U.S., at least on the climate change issue.  

The second category involves African countries, especially South Africa, which is 

severely impacted by climate change. These articles discussed the concrete 

consequences of climate change. For example, a January 27, 2019 article discussed the 

crisis with African baobabs, a gigantic and ancient tree in Africa. It noted that that the 

southern part of Africa is one of the regions experiencing severe climate change and 

high temperature and dryness might lead to extinction of the baobabs. The discussion of 

consequences of climate change in SMD are predominantly limited to Africa countries. 

The African tropical region always receives a fair degree of attention when climate 

change consequences are showed (Reyes-García et al., 2016). The third category 

mainly focuses on developing countries with China framed as willing to cooperate with 

these countries to alleviate climate change effects.  

Climate change as a global crisis will have (and is having) catastrophic impacts 

on each country and region. As the largest CO2 emitter in the world, China will 

experience significant consequences such as sea level rise and extreme weather. The 

lack of coverage of the local and domestic impacts of climate change in China can 

decrease the urgency of this issue, and give the public the perception that climate 

change is remote and happening in other places.  
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4.2. News source 

According to Carpenter (2007), news sources are providers of information in 

news articles that are identified with verbs of attribution. Climate change is a complex 

issue which involves many factors within a country and in the world. By examining news 

sources, we may learn which groups’ opinions on climate change are valued. The 

following chart illustrates that government officials provided the most information on 

climate change with 78%, scientists, individuals and industry spokespeople accounted 

for 9%, 7% and 6% respectively.  

 
Figure 2: News source 

Clearly the views of government officials are prioritized. In part this may be due 

to the fact that there are 54 (55%) news articles from Xin Hua News Agency, a state-run 

news organization. Among these 54 items, most news sources were national leaders 

with some references to foreign public opinion, researchers and media commentators. 

State-run media in China serves as the mouthpiece of the Communist Party of China. It 

is unsurprising, therefore, that news articles will frequently rely upon quotes from 

government officials and leaders. It is noteworthy, however, that the SMD – as a market-

oriented newspaper – also relies so heavily on government officials as their news source 

and that over half of its articles on this topic are from the state-run agency.  
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This suggests that SMD tends to treat climate change as a state issue and 

prioritizes the perspective of the national government. Thus the SMD replicates the 

sourcing practices of state-based media, prioritizing government officials and/or 

government reports and policies as dominant news sources. Clearly the state/party 

continues to exert great influence on market-oriented media on this issue.  

By contrast, the voices of ‘average people’ are not prominent. Although six 

percent of news stories featured the perspectives of individuals, most were from 

celebrities including writers and artists. These individuals did express concerns about 

climate change and appealed to the public to take actions to fight against it. However, 

without specific and concrete personal stories about climate change it is hard to arouse 

people’s awareness of environmental protection and concern on climate change. 

Because only in this way, people are able to learn about the real consequences of 

climate change in their own country or region. Only one news item provided a personal 

story about climate change. Wun Xun is a mountaineer, and years of mountain climbing 

experience has made him a witness to the dramatic melting of glaciers. Given the Paris 

Agreement – and its objective of limiting temperature rise below 2℃– Xun decided to 

launch a plan called “plan of <2℃”, combining a scientific expedition and science 

education to increase youth’s sense of participation and responsibility in countering 

climate change.  

SMD spent relatively little time exploring climate science. Climate change has 

already had many catastrophic impacts, both globally and within China. However, these 

impacts were seldom reported in SMD. Climate change is a scientific issue and, as such, 

news coverage should clearly explain its reasons, impacts and possible solutions. Only 

by doing this can people be given a clear image of climate change and make better 

decisions. Climate change literacy (Niepold et al., 2007) refers to an individual’s 

knowledge, competence and attitudes about climate change (Azevedo & Marques, 2017, 

p.4). Media reports should provide basic knowledge to its audience, including reasons, 

impacts and solutions to climate change. With this knowledge, people can pursue further 

action and change on this issue (Hines et al., 1987).  

There are two problems with news sources of climate change in SMD. One is the 

overuse of government officials/state’s perspective on climate change, which is not 

beneficial for the independence of SMD and impairs its credibility. Second, a lack of 
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source diversity also makes climate journalism less appealing and excludes key social 

voices. For example, there were no news articles that feature information and viewpoints 

from ENGOs, or stories of citizens experiencing the impacts of climate change. State-run 

media do not provide channels for other social groups but only express the CPC’s 

viewpoints. This suggests that people do not have mass media access to learn about 

climate change, or relevant media platforms to voice their environmental/climate appeals 

and ideas.  

4.3. Frame 

This study adopts both an inductive and deductive approach to the analysis of 

frames. One dominant frame in each article has been decided by author. Before 

analyzing the sample, I identified some general frames: political, economic, scientific and 

moral. Each frame includes sub frames. The political frame refers to: citizens’ 

environmental appeals, attribution of responsibility, leadership, international 

relations/conflicts. The scientific frame includes: scientific facts on climate change, the 

consequences of climate change on human’s life and environmental, scientific and 

technological approaches developed by human against climate change and scientific 

uncertainty. The economic frame includes: the relationship and interactions between 

economic growth and climate change. And, finally, the moral frame refers to: people’s 

attitudes to climate change, thoughts on the relationship between human and nature. All 

frames were derived from previous studies and my hypotheses.  

Additional frames and sub-frames emerged through the analysis, including three 

new frames: solutions, values and neutral international issues. 

The political frame is the most common frame among all articles. The value 

frame and economic frame are the least prevalent. News items with a scientific frame 

accounted for 16% of all articles. The moral, solution and neutral international issue 

frames were used in around 5% of articles respectively.  
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Figure 3: Main Frame 

Table 1: All frames 
Main frame Sub-frame 

Political frame (67%) 
 

International cooperation (68%) 

International conflict (9%) 
Leadership (2%) 

National policy (15%) 

Contribution (2%) 
Individual environmental appeals (4%) 

Scientific frame (16%) Consequences of climate change (62.5%) 

Solution of climate change (18.75%), 

Scientific development to learn climate change 
(18.75%) 

Moral frame (5%) People’s increasing concern about climate change 
(80%) 

Environmental responsibility for next generation (20%) 

Solution frame (6%) / 
Value frame (1%) / 

Economic frame (1%) / 

Neutral international issue frame (4%) / 
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4.3.1. Political frame 

Under the political frame, I identified six sub frames: international cooperation 

(68%), international conflict (9%), leadership (2%), national policy (15%), contribution 

(2%) and individual environmental appeals (4%). The first three have appeared in former 

studies (Duan & Miller, 2019a; Han et al., 2017), and the last three are new frames that I 

have identified.  

International cooperation is the most common political frame. Articles in this 

frame primarily discussed how the Chinese government and other state leaders are 

willing to cooperate to solve climate change. These news stories framed climate change 

as an international issue that requires cooperation from all governments. This frame 

positions climate change as part of a government agenda rather than a personal/social 

issue. People may be less motivated to take actions on climate change because they 

might see it as the government’s responsibility to tackle climate change. A survey 

conducted in 2011 among Chinese youth identified a common narrative that only 

government had the ability to address the climate change issue (Eberhardt, 2015).  

Duan and Miller (2019b) they found that Chinese newspapers were more likely to 

attribute responsibility to domestic governments instead of foreign governments. The 

international cooperation frame also shifted climate change away from average people, 

depicting a harmonious picture that the Chinese government is attempting to solve this 

problem. Notably, this is also a good way to justify the party’s ongoing rule.  

The number of articles framed around national policy is larger than the rest of 

political frames with 15%. These frames also offer strong support to CPC legitimacy. 

Most of these articles discussed the many environmental and climate change policies 

that have been enacted and put into practice. For example, a news article published on 

Feb 19, 2019 titled as State council of central committee of CPC issues the guidelines 

for development of the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area. The item 

focused upon a government report, exploring how a low-carbon development mold 

should be achieved by researching and creating low-carbon technologies. It also 

encouraged citizens to choose a low-carbon lifestyle. Even when climate change is 

discussed within China, it is still represented as a government issue: climate action can 

only be initiated and advanced by government. The narratives of low-carbon innovation 
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in food, agriculture, energy and urban mobility in China conceptualize the transformation 

in terms of top-down “high technology innovation”. Perspectives that might put greater 

attention on the complex, systemic, and emergent nature of the multiple processes 

involved in transition, or the role of power and practices of societal actors in these 

processes are excluded from such discourse (Tyfield et al., 2015). 

The dominant role of government as portrayed in SMD is a reflection of Chinese 

political structure, which is a “unitary hierarchy”: central government exerts its great 

influence on lower administrations, state enterprises and social institutions (Qi & Wu, 

2013). This political structure explains how China has achieved such rapid development 

in recent decades by “aligning local governments initiates with the national prerogative” 

(P. Wang et al., 2018).  

International conflict is also a noteworthy sub political frame. Conflict over climate 

change is largely framed as something that occurs outside of China, mainly the U.S. 

Most of articles suggested that the U.S. is not willing to cooperate with international 

society in solving climate change. An article named America beginning to withdraw from 

Paris Agreement, noted that the U.S. would leave the Paris Agreement. It quoted many 

comments from other government officials and researchers such as the Spanish 

environmental minister. Jack Jocoby, an economist from MIT claimed that U.S. would 

lose its leadership and authority due to leaving from Paris Agreement. Michael Gerrard 

from the Law School of Columbia University described the decision as setting a negative 

example for other countries: if the richest country with significant GHG emission does 

not commit to fighting climate change, there is no reason for other countries to do their 

part.  

A few articles mentioned that countries could not reach an agreement on coping 

with climate change. An article published on Dec 30 noted that parties could not arrive at 

a consensus on core issues of climate change during the United Nations Climate 

Change Conference. Another story explained how huge divergences between U.S. and 

Europe meant that both sides could not create common views on climate change 

governance.  

Based on news reports in SMD it would appear that conflict on climate change 

only occurs outside of China, mainly in the U.S. Climate change, however, is a complex 
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issue and involves many interest groups both within a country and in the world. As a 

Chinese metropolis newspaper, SMD rarely mentioned conflict within China; instead, it 

primarily focused on criticizing U.S. climate change governance decisions. This served 

as an ideological weapon against the U.S., illustrating how and why climate change 

coverage is so frequently has been politicized. Many countries tend to treat this issue 

more like a political agenda instead of a scientific fact and a shared crisis.  

The individual environmental appeals frame is a novel frame in research into 

climate change coverage in China. Civil society engagement is an important part in 

climate change governance. Civil society is able to influence government policies if there 

is a powerful appeal from people: social media and other new media could help to make 

their voices heard. “A more empowered civil society can provide a more solid foundation 

for climate governance in China” (Wang et al., 2018, p. 2). However, there was less little 

room for citizens in SMD. Only three articles mentioned individuals appeals around 

climate change: one was from foreign citizens, one was from a foreign celebrity and one 

was from a Chinese activist. The voices of average people on climate change was 

entirely absent from SMD. This illustrates the relatively marginal role that civil society 

plays in Chinese society (P. Wang et al., 2018). 

4.3.2. Scientific frame 

Sixteen news articles (16%) framed climate change as a scientific issue. This 

confirms past findings that the role of media in providing scientific knowledge to public 

did not play a significant role in Chinese news coverage (Duan & Miller, 2019a). Jia 

(2007) has speculated that the absence of climate change scientific information was due 

to the fact that Chinese journalists lack scientific literacy about climate change. They do 

not pay attention to the newest scientific publications on climate change, and they do not 

believe they need to reach out to scientists or other experts for climate change related 

information. It is also possible that journalists in developing countries are relatively slow 

to tell complex science stories of climate change (Shanahan, 2009). In other words, 

climate change communication in China might be in an infant stage.   

Three sub frames appeared here: consequences of climate change (62.5%), 

reason and solution of climate change (18.75%), and a new sub frame: scientific 

development to learn climate change (18.75%). Over half of SMD news stories talked 
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about the consequences of climate change in SMD, but their geographic focus was 

largely outside of China. For example, articles discussed the extinction of baobabs in 

South Africa, a country that is extremely vulnerable to climate change; catastrophic sea 

level rise in Bangladesh and Jakarta; forest fires in Brazil; a drastic decrease of insects 

in the world, global temperature rise, and significant reductions in sea turtle and devilfish 

populations. 

Only two news stories covered climate change consequences in China. One 

item, published on Dec 16, 2019, mentioned that climate change and global warming 

make coastal cities increasingly subject to salt tide and other natural disasters. Another, 

published on April 7, 2020, explained that global warming and a strong South China Sea 

monsoon might bring more complex and uncertain weather conditions to Shenzhen (a 

coastal city in Guangdong province) leading to more storms and typhoon in 2020.  

Reports from outside China were more concrete and appealing, framed around a 

story-telling narrative that sustains audience attention to long articles. A news story 

published on Oct 15, 2019 explored an SMD journalist’s visit to the island of Java as a 

volunteer to help with a sea turtle protection project. This news story employed first-

person narrative and depicted a vivid and detailed picture of turtle’s life, showing how 

global warming, ocean pollution and the destruction of habitats could have deadly 

impacts upon their life and their offspring. His volunteer experience enabled him to learn 

more about the vulnerability of these sea turtles. He concluded with an appeal to protect 

ocean creatures and the ecological environment. The story was powerful and likely 

effective in arousing people’s awareness and making them think about this issue.  

In contrast, there was no specific climate change stories told in China. The 

connections between China and climate change/global warming were often mentioned in 

one or two sentences. People were given no information about what was happening in 

their own country. This can decrease perceptions of the salience and urgency of climate 

change in China.  

The scientific uncertainty frame was not found in any articles in this research 

project. But it did appear in Duan and Miller’s study (2019b) whose research focused on 

climate change news coverage in Chinese state-run and market-oriented media from 

2013 to 2015. My findings may reflect the fact that this frame has gradually disappeared, 
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and that climate change skepticism and uncertainty are seldom seen in Chinese 

newspapers. Indeed, Painter and Ashe (2012) found that scientific uncertainty primarily 

exists in the U.S. and the U.K.  

4.3.3. Solution frame 

Among the six (6%) solution framed articles, the main solution presented was the 

adoption of new energy. There are two key topics. One is electric vehicles in China; the 

other is the development of new forms of energy. BYD is an electric car brand in China.  

Four articles primarily talked about the development of this car brand, and how it would 

help reduce GHG emissions and boost economic development at the same time. The 

other two news stories discussed nuclear energy and the Chinese energy 

transformation.  

Generally speaking, there is little coverage on solutions to climate change and 

there is a lack of topic diversity. The car industry has significant impacts upon energy 

consumption. China is a coal-based economy and most of its GHG emissions come from 

fossil fuels. The real solution to curbing GHG emission is to develop renewable energy 

and increase energy efficiency, an undertaking that carries a high cost. China is now 

facing the dilemma of how to achieve economic growth and also environmental 

protection. As Heggelund (2007) suggests, China is confronting a typical developing 

country dilemma – how to juggle economic growth, resource scarcity and environmental 

degradation.  

It is still difficult for China to take action on climate change, though it must be said 

that China has launched many policies, such as reducing the economy’s energy and 

carbon intensity (Qi & Wu, 2013). The “green economy” had also been recognized in the 

political agenda and was a key part of the discussion of “ecological civilization” that 

occurred at the 18th Congress of the Communist Party of China in November 2012. Qi 

and Wu (2013) believe that the infrastructural and administrative challenges can still be 

overcome to meet China’s avowed goals such as the 40-45% energy efficiency gains by 

2020. 
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4.3.4. Moral frame and value frame 

There are two sub frames to morality: people’s increasing concern about climate 

change (80%) and environmental responsibility for next generation (20%). These two 

sub frames reflect the relationship between humans and the environment and the 

relationship between humans and their descendants. In general, the small number of 

articles suggest that people do not have strong awareness of the environment or climate 

change, and they seldom deliberate upon their relationship with nature.  

A Spring 2015 Pew Research Center survey found that Chinese and Americans 

were less concerned about climate change among 40 nations (Wike, 2016). This may be 

for two principle reasons. One is the lack of attention to the issue in the media. 

Shanahan (2009) pointed out that the lack of concern to climate change can be partially 

attributed to the lack of coverage by news media. SMD is one of the most popular 

market-oriented newspaper, yet it fails to cover climate change comprehensively and 

sufficiently. This failure means people are unlikely to have much awareness, let alone 

concern about climate change. Among the five moral-framed articles, deep concern was 

expressed from celebrities instead of normal people.  

Another reason may be the fact that most Chinese people are more concerned 

about their economic livelihood. Eberhardt’s (2015) four year research on climate 

change discourse in China found that not a single causal conversation emerged about 

climate change – as compared, for example, to common topics such as finding a job, 

affording an apartment, having a higher salary and even moving to a place within or 

outside of China with less smog. This suggests that those in developing countries may 

prioritize their individual economic livelihoods even though they are aware of the 

negative effect of climate change or other environmental problems.  

Moral frames around the human relationship with the environment are generally 

much harder to achieve compared with moral frames with respect to other humans. Lack 

of systematic environmental education leaves many people unaware of the significance 

of the environment to human beings. Capitalism also plays a key role in destroying 

nature in a moral manner. There are countless environmentally friendly products in the 

marketplace, which creates guilty-free and eco-friendly myth.  
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A frame focusing upon values is a new frame in this research.. Articles in this 

frame represent fighting against climate change as a life pursuit which may include 

career or hobbies. Those who treat climate change as a value pursuit may be willing to 

invest time and resources in it. This motivation could originate from morality but also 

much deeper than it. The only article framed around values was focused upon the secret 

to a long life. It advised people to find things they really enjoy and set goals to achieve 

them. Fighting against climate change was one of the life goals mentioned in this article. 

The value frame actually suggests a higher profile for climate change in China.  

4.3.5. Economic frame 

This frame is not prevalent in SMD. The only news article adopting this frame 

discussed a Chinese ocean oil company’s exploration for renewable resources, an ideal 

fusion of the economy and environment. The economic frame prioritizes the relationship 

between the economy and climate change. There are three ways to depict this 

relationship: conflicting, harmonious and uninfluenced. It is contradictory to pursue rapid 

economic growth and GHG reduction at the same time due to China’s fossil fuel-based 

economy. However, if this conflict is foregrounded to Chinese society, the public may 

question the government and its policies; it may also pose considerable pressure to 

those Chinese corporations/industries that are the source of GHG emissions. As a 

result, it is citizens who are shouldering the significant environmental pressure, a fact 

that is not widely reported in mass media. As Heggelund (2007) argued, economic 

growth, social stability and development are priorities for Chinese policy makers. A focus 

upon conflict would have challenged these priorities. And, accordingly, SMD’s avoidance 

of such conflict suggests political pressure from government.  

4.3.6. Neutral international frame 

The neutral international issue is a new frame for climate change coverage. 

Articles adopting this frame represent climate change as a ‘normal’ international issue, 

such as refugees. In most cases, when climate change is mentioned in an international 

context, there are positive or negative attitudes associated with it: indeed, most articles 

with a political frame adopted a positive perspective on international cooperation, with a 

few critical of U.S. actions. In a neutral frame, these connotations are not present. And, if 
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climate change is framed in a neutral manner (instead of as an ideological weapon), it 

may be easier to address this problem globally. 

4.4. Follow-up research 

Given the surprisingly paucity of articles during the time period initially identified 

for this study, I conducted follow-up research to survey the broad contours of how SMD 

had covered climate change since the paper’s founding in1997. As noted earlier, SMD is 

located in Guangdong province which boasts many coastal cities, such as Guangzhou, 

Zhuhai and Shantou. These coastal cities are subject to sea level rise due to climate 

change (IPCC,2007). Accordingly, this follow-up research used “climate change” and 

“sea level rise” as key words to review the WiseSearch database with a timespan of 

1997 to 2020. 

In total, 166 news articles and 15 articles with a focus upon China were 

identified. Only one article directly connected global warming and sea level rise directly 

in the 15 articles on China. It was published on April 10, 2010 named Don’t use city 

development as an excuse for high carbon emission. It explored the devastating 

consequences of global warming, such as sea level rise and water shortage, and noted 

that Shenzhen is one of the most vulnerable cities in the world. In addition, it implicitly 

questioned government policies, appealing that government should adopt a low carbon 

approach to planning urban infrastructure. This additional research suggests that the 

geographic focus of the reporting practices of SMD have not undertaken any significant 

change over the past two decades. 

I also conducted searches of two separate time periods: 1997-2007, and 2007-

2020.  Tolan (2007) found that the publication of the IPCC report in 2007 marked the first 

emergence of China’s media coverage linking global warming and greenhouse-gas 

emissions. I found 262 news articles on climate change before 2007 and 2,370 news 

articles after 2007. Clearly, the volume of articles increased dramatically. But it also 

seems that SMD has made little progress on the quality of climate change reporting 

given, for example, that it continues to neglect the local impacts of climate change/global 

warming. One might even say that SMD is explicitly avoiding reporting upon the specific 

impacts of climate change in China.  
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Chapter 5. Discussion and conclusion  

5.1. Discussion 

5.1.1. Not a 100% politically sensitive issue 

Clearly, SMD is subject to government influence on how it reports on climate 

change issue. Over half of its news articles (55%) are directly taken from the Xin Hua 

News Agency. These articles were all framed as a national or international political 

issue, relying upon Chinese sources or the leaders (and government officials) of other 

countries. SMD followed the lead of state media in representing climate change as a 

political issue in 66 (67%) articles. 

The follow-up research reflected that there might be an intangible power which 

curbs substantial climate change reporting in China. Hobson (2012) suggests that 

China’s brand of authoritarianism may, in fact, be a reaction to the possibility that the 

environmental crisis may spark democratization. Clearly stability is one of the priorities 

the Chinese government want to achieve. Therefore the regime only permits limited 

space for non-state actors. Gilley (2012) called this aspect of environmental politics 

“authoritarian environmentalism”.  

Others, however, argue that there is room for more independent coverage. Gaell 

(2018, p.544) argues that climate change is less sensitive than other environmental 

issues, such as water and air pollution, or food security. Environmental journalism could 

focus more upon the conflict between scientific risk and environmental knowledge, and 

thereby express different subjectivities and the constructions of citizenship. 

Environmental journalists, he argued, should actively engage in climate change reporting 

by showing multiple voices and constructing multiple frames and plural narratives in the 

context of uncertainty. In doing so, more creative solutions and approaches might 

emerge.  

Effective climate governance in China cannot be achieved by the state only. 

State, civil society and market are three important and indispensable partners for climate 

governance in China. In particular, a more empowered civil society can provide a 

stronger foundation for climate governance in China (Wang et al., 2018, p.2). Media are 
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crucial channels for increasing people’s climate change awareness. However, if climate 

journalism is minimized and restricted by government control, a “lock in” effect will lead 

to low social concern, which in turn, makes more repressive state control more 

necessary and difficult (Gilley, 2012, p. 300).  

The state has begun to take people’s opinions into consideration, which may not 

be captured and understood by news media. People’s opinions can be gathered and 

communicated in the form of internal reference reports (neican), and seminars and 

conference are organized by government, government-affiliated institutions and third 

parties. This bottom-up political practice has been exercised in various processes. 

Government has also recognized the role of environmental NGO that help to promote 

people’s environmental awareness and monitor local government and industrial activities 

(Fu, 2010). NGOs can also provide useful information for policymakers to improve their 

policies or their management of certain social sector (Moe, 2012). As such, the tolerance 

or ‘safety zone’ might be expanded for news media as well. News media should have 

more social influence than NGOs in terms of ideas and public opinions; and if they can 

report climate change more strategically, there might be better social effects.  

5.1.2. Media should jump out climate change reporting comfort zone 

While control and repression continue to be a reality in China, news media 

should change their editorial practice on climate change. There should be more 

compelling and informative climate change reports in news media. Currently, news 

media are unduly limiting their climate journalism through an over-reliance upon state 

news sources and thereby showing a lack of professionalism in climate change 

communication. 

This research shows that SMD tends to present climate change as a government 

issue instead of a social one, likely leading to lower levels of concern about climate 

change among the public. Climate change is a gradual, long-term and regionally specific 

process; it is also an unpleasant topic, therefore many mass media – and, especially 

market-oriented media – may avoid it. 

But a lack of scientific knowledge about climate change reinforces a lack of 

climate change justice. Citizens are the victims of many climate change related disasters 
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and, accordingly, they should have the right to learn about climate change, including 

relevant science and policymaking. This will enable them to take action against climate 

change and perhaps even enhance cooperation with government. And it is not enough 

for the state to impel climate change governance. Instead, a lack of awareness and 

motivation is the biggest challenge for people to take real action in their life to curb 

climate change.  

In 2007, Jia (2007) found that media were not doing enough to cover climate 

change. At that time, there was only one article talking about climate science in a 

popular market-oriented newspaper. He also found that state-run newspapers mainly act 

as a propaganda apparatus and focus upon climate diplomacy, politics and economic 

news. Questionnaires with journalists reflected a real lack of communication between 

journalists, scientists and scientific institutions. Three years later, Yang (2010) – a 

journalist from China Environmental News – found that there was little self-produced 

climate reporting in most Chinese news media. Instead, they largely served as a 

spokesperson for government.  

This research was carried out in 2020 and, unfortunately, it suggests that there 

has been little progress in climate journalism in Chinese news media despite the fact 

that climate change is now treated as a much more serious problem in Chinese society. 

Pressed by other countries and civil society, the Chinese government is actively 

alleviating climate change by implementing policies, such as energy efficiency and 

emissions reductions (Jieneng Jianpai), and establishing institutions, such as the 

National Coordination Group on Climate Change(NCGCC) which played a key role in 

developing China’s position on the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 

Change (UNFCCC) and the Kyoto Protocol(Qi & Wu, 2013). Between 2007 and 2012, 

the number of environment-focused social organizations registered at the Ministry of 

Civil Affairs rose from 5,700 to 7,041 (Liu, 2013). However, the repaid growth of concern 

and attention to climate change in China has not been captured by news media.  

5.2. Conclusion 

This study examined climate change news coverage in SMD from January 1, 

2019 to May 31, 2020. It suggests that the SMD tends to view climate change as a high-

level and political administrative issue. It relies heavily upon the state-run news agency 
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for climate related news articles. A lack of substantial climate change coverage reflects a 

serious lack of professionalism in climate change communication. And, ultimately, this 

poor climate journalism reduces awareness and interest in the issue, and causes 

challenges for climate governance in China. 

Discussion of climate change is subject to government control because of its 

complexities and contradictions, and the challenges they pose to the country’s stability. 

Yet this should not excuse the insufficient and unbalanced reporting in Chinese news 

media. The Chinese government views climate change as a severe issue, but economic 

decentralization increases the difficulty of implementing environmental policy in a 

coordinated and substantive manner (Geall, 2018). Therefore, the state is willing to 

cooperate with civil society and the market to fight climate change over the past decade 

(P. Wang et al., 2018).  

News media plays a crucial role in arousing people’s awareness and providing 

them with scientific information about climate change. One the one hand, a better-

informed public can hold governments to account “in the absence of binding 

commitments and an enforcement mechanism”, evaluate and verify government 

implementation of commitments, assess the adequacy of commitments, and “mobilize 

around key opportunities to push governments to raise ambition” so that global targets 

can be ratcheted upwards (Bailey & Tomlinson, 2016). One the other hand, Jing (2003) 

pointed out that a “cognitive revolution” might be motivated by the pollution faced by 

Chinese citizens during the reform era. This means that the Chinese public may become 

much more aggressive in pursuing the social justice necessary to protect the ecological 

basis of human existence.  

News media have a key role to play here. And they need to move out of their 

comfort zone to develop a better balance between state control and professional 

reporting. Future research could focus on exploring the possible strategies for climate 

change communication in Chinese context by news media or other media forms.  

By examining the climate change news reports during the COVID 19 pandemic, I 

could not observe any change in terms of reporting frequency and topic. Only one article 

mentioned them together and depicted them as human crises for human beings. No 

further exploration and explanation over the relationship between these two threats.  
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